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INTRODUCTIOlr 
PreNnble 
lCxtensive deer m~gre.tions have been observed for me.IlY' ,-ero-s in wes-
tern mountain regions. Hore recently several complex interstate migra-
tions have become the objects of careful study and the subjects of special 
wildli:fe m~ement prograJns. !he interstate deer migra tions between 
the Sublett-~lack Pine, Id.e.ho, to.rea.s and the E..'lst Raft River Mountain, 
Utah, area are not exceptional. These migra tions are now of such a mag-
nitude that the,- E>.re creating manr.gmnent problems of increasing impoMo.nce 
to the 2 states involved. 
Knowledge of these migra tory- mover;tents be~teen Idaho and Utoh bas 
been commonplace for a III.lmber of ,-ears. However, 1 t . "m.s not realized 
that these migrations occurred on such n. l o.rge sccle. Inveoticntions of 
these movanents ltere begun in 1949; bu.t they \<Tere only intended to oan-
ple the ma.e;ni tude of . the probleo, pending t he institution of an inten-
sified s~ program. 
~se of Stu& 
The formulation of a management plan for an interstate deer herd 
requires the gathering of certain basic data upon which such a plan can 
be based. Speoificall,-, the objectives of this oule deer, Odocoileus 
heoionus, migrations s~ were to determine: (1) the deer herd popula tion, 
(2) the deer herd composition, (3) the dates of fall nnd spring migrn-
tiona, (4) and the specific routes followed by these migr a tor,- deer be-
tween their summer and winter ranges. 
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!his project wa s conducted under the supervision of the Utah l'ish 
and Game Commission, in coopera tion with the Idaho J1sh and Game Commis-
sion, the Nevada F1sh and Game Co~ission, the United Sta tes ~orest Ser-
vice, the Bureau of Land Ma.nt3€ement, the Utah Cooperfl.tive Wildlife Re-
search Unit, the Utah State Agricultural College, and loco.l wildlife 
federa tions. 
This s~ was financed in part through Federal Aid to Wildlife 
Resto~.tion Project No. 2S-R-5, "Big Game Surveys and Investi£;Ations," 
Utah J'ish and GP-me Dept>.rtment. 
Ectoparasite collections uere identified by Mr. Kohls , J.Hcrobio-
locial Institute, Rocky Mountain Labora tory, Hamilton, llonta.na. All 
sciei1t1fio names nnd. descriptions of plnnts were t al-:::an from Holmcren, 
194-s. 
Description of Area 
~cation and Time of Stu;;,y 
Intensified studies of these migra tory movements were conducted 
from the Meadow Creek Pass, Cassia County, Idaho, area soutln'lestward 
along the East Raft R1 ver Mountain foothills, Box Elder County, Utah. 
Thie project was conducted on a tull time basis from October 1, 1950, 
to July 1, 1951. A map of the study area is shown in figure S. 
7actors of the Habitat 
Topographic f actors. ~e area a s circumscribed above conta ins parts 
of 2 physioeraphic territories. Those northern portions, Vhich drain 
into the Snake River and final ly the Columbia River, are part of the 
Snake River Plains nnd the Col'Wilbia River Pla teau. The rema.inin& 50 
percent of the o.rea lies within the l3a sin and Rnnee terr i to17. 
!he s~ region is part o! 2 narrow and. high n<;~untain ar~s. 
the Ra.f't River Mountains and the :Black Pine Mountain. . ~e stuey area 
has a range in elev~tion from 5,000 feet to 9,4oo feet. These mountains 
d.o not have BXJY sreo.t or sudden cha.nge 1n elevation or width. However, 
the crests in some regions are quite j~gged. the ranges are strongly 
marked by the complex structure of' strong and weak rocks. Qenera.l.ly' 
3 
speaking, steep e.ppearillg mountain slopes are enhanced by the sloped base 
or foothill areas. Each of the areas 1\re frequentl3' dissected by sharp 
ravines whose slopes connect 1n equally sharp. ridges. ~e Lett .Band ~ork 
ot Indian Creek 1s typiCP...l. of this type of forma:tion (figure 1). !ryp1-
cal~. the tilted fault blocks have created uniform, gentle sloping 
southern exposures, while the northerly exposed slopes are •teep or 
impassable cliff structures. 
Available water is a problem on both areas during the summer season. 
The :Black Pine Division is extreme~ dry with only a fev small and widel.y 
separated perennial streams and a ff1ttl small springs or seeps. The East 
Raft River range has several l Rrge perennial streams and springs which 
flow a considerable distance after leaving the ~ountnin proper. Namely, 
these are IndiaJ::l, Creek, Ten Mile Creek, Clear Creek, and Cedar Springs, 
Eda~hic f actors. Considerable portions of the studr area are sedimen-
ta.ry in origin. l!_nneman, 1931, be:!.ieves most of the formo.tions date 
back prior to the Cretaceous period.. In some regions, ext ansi ve metemo~ 
phasis of those sediments has taken place. Complex structures were fomed. 
following a period of faulting and folding. by erosion of the weaker rook 
formations. Typical of this type of action is the formation presented 
in figure 2. ~ese structures contain volcanic tuff, deep colored reyo-
11te. and dark basalt. In addition, the southern border of the area is 
' 
marked by well-defined alluvial fans and bench terraces of Lake 
J'igure 1. Main Indian Creek dra inage with the deep Left Hand Fork 
visible in the central background. 
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:Bonneville. 
The soils of this region are mainly of the gre::r desert ty:pe. The 
co~plex nature of the parent rock formations thro~ much of the area 
naturo.lly increnses the vt'.ric.b111 ty of soil tY:Pes. The te.."tture r3.Il€es 
from deep, loamy, P~luvie~ canyon soils to shallow, crnvelly, erosion 
paTement on the high ridge tope. 
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lrosion is extensive throughout most of the region. Crumbling "rock 
structures on steep hillsides resul tin& in talus slopes are frequent 
(figure 2). Reav.y precipitation frequent1y causes extensive gully washing 
in the steep sloped and narrow bottomed canyons. Roads pushed into nll 
portions of the area for sheep ca.mps, mining, timber cutting, and other 
uses have been the opening wed8e for erosion causing extensive deep 
gullies in many parts of the area. . Ma.ny of these old roads hnve W!l.shed 
out and ~ve now developed gullies g and 10 feet deep where once only 
a wagon wheel left ita mark. Overgrazing has been, to a l arge degre~, 
responsible for the formation of extensive are~s of erosion ~vement. 
Ol1mat1c f actors. The climate, generally speakine, cnn be considered 
r ather severo. Monthly o.vorp,ges t nken in Jan\].~ry D.lld July show avernee 
temperatures of 24°F. nnd 6S°F., respectively. The frost free yeriod 
ranges from So-120 days, V""~ rying inversely vi th incr~'\sinc elevn.tions. 
The average date for the last frost is M~ 30 (u.s.L.A. Yearbook, 1941). 
Precipitation falls h~.viest during the winter and spring seasons. 
A sharp decrease in precipitation ocaurs in the summer sea son. Along the 
foothill area, the annual precipitation is 12 to 14 inches. However, the 
precipitation increases considerable as the elevntion increa ses. Approxi-
mately half of the annual precipitation occurs in the form of snow during 
the winter and early spri~ s~asons. "Freak" snowstorms a re known to 
occur during pr actically every summer month. 
Jligure 2. Broded rock outcrop, with steep t alus slope below. typicnl 
">'! many of the higher ridges. 
6 
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Ecology of Area 
Anim~l. Antelope are infrequent visitors on some of the loweT portions 
of the deer winter range. Ilk have been planted on both the Raft River 
and !lack Pine Divisions; however, they are few in number and of little 
importance. During the summer months cnttle and sheep gra ze over most 
of the study area. There e.re several predatory species which are of some 
importance to the deer herd, the chief pre~.tor being the mountain lion. 
The bobcat and coyote aro not very numerous. Golden eagles scattered 
over the entire study area were considered to be abnormally abundant 
when compared to other Utah areas visited b7 the writer. 
Plant. ~e wide range of altitudinal and climatic conditions have 
created a TB.ried vegetative deTelopnent on the study area. At the middle 
elevntions over the entire area, a montane woodland pin&-juniper associ~ 
tion is found. The 2 dominant sp~cies nre nut pine, Pinus monophylla, and 
Utah Juniper, JUAiperus uta.hensis. Above and particularly below the pre-
vious association, n second major _associntion, the shrubby basin sagebrunh, 
extends throughout the st'U.Cly' area. The most inportnnt dominant is sag&--
brush, Artemisia tridep.tata. 'rypical of this veeetative development is 
the big sa&e growth found on deep, rich soils (figure 3). Also of con-
siderable importance are sha.dscale, Atriplex confertifoiia ; rabbitbrush, 
Chrysothamnus viscidiflorus: and greasewood, Sarcobatus vermiculntus. 
Connected to and frequently mingling with both of the previously mentioned 
associations is the petran chapparral. Within this associntion the major 
dominants are curl-leaf mahogany, CercocR!Pus ledifolius; service berr,y, 
Amelanchier alnifolia: deerbrush, Ceanothus velutinus; and snowberr,y, 
Sf!Phoricarpos vaccinoides. On the north-facing slopes and in de ep can-
yons, a poCket petran montane forest is developed. The most important 
Figure 3. ~ig sage stand typical of plant growth on rich creek bottom 
soil. 
s 
I . 
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dominant is Douglas fir, Psuedots;ga t axifolia . Other important species 
vi thin this associa tion are limber pine, Pinus nexilus; white tur, 
Abies concolor; aspen, Populus tremuloides; blue willow, Salix sub-
coerulea ; willow, Salix Geyeriana; and wild rose, Rosa woodsii. The vega-
tative type map of the Black Pine Division presents the location of 
these various plant associations as would be typical of both the fore-
going area and the Raft River Division (appendix figure 9). 
His tory of Area. 
~. Virgin grassland ranges induced the first settlement movEDent 
into the Raft River Valley in the late 1S6o•s. J. ~. Shirl~ and c. s. 
Gamble trailed n herd of cntt~e from Abilene, Texas, and wintered them in 
the Raft River Valley in 1S69. This was the beginni~ of the l arge trail 
herds which were later to opernte in that o.rea.. Small ra.nchine and f arm 
settlers moved into the valley in th~ 1870's. John Nat was one of these 
early pioneers, settling at NA!, Idnho, in 1S79• Most of these early 
settlers att~pted to !arm the region ~d maintained on their land only 
a few cattle and necessary !ann livestock. As time progressed, an em-
phasis was placed on cattle and sheep production with considerable horse 
raising on the side. 
The peale of cattle production was reached in the middle lSSO' s. At 
I 
that time, early settlers estimated that on the area. now occupied bT the 
national forest, there were maintained 230,000 head of cattle nnd severnl 
thousand head of horses. 
During the l ate 1S001 s nnd 09rly 1900's, sheep repl aced cattle in 
overwhelming numbers. Mr. W. A. Martindale of Oakley, in a signed state-
ment, recalls having observed a s high as S5,000 sheep pushed throUgh 1 
dippine vat. On June 12, 1905, the Minidoka National !'oreet ,.,a.s created. 
Wl~h the establishment of the national forest, an attempt was made to 
regulate the liyestock numbers. lolloving those earl7 regulations 
10 
grazing allotments have been decr~sed until present · grazing allotment• 
are considerably reduced (table 1). 
Vegetation. !he vircin vegetative cover and watershed conditions 
during those earl7 y-ears of settlement were quite different from those 
existing to~. !heae conditions, as thq existed in the 1870's, are 
described b.r c. s. Walgamott, 19361 
~e condition of the range in the mountains wns ideal an over abun--
dance of pure sparkling water flowing from ~ springs and 
creeks with virgin grass and veeetation in the mountain pnrks 
and coulies that vould y-ield tvo to three toJ;lB per acre if aut. 
fhge bruah was unknown in the mountains except on the low dry' 
ridges and there only in small s};lagey grovth. 
On a trip during July, 1SS4, Krs. ~.H. J'errin witnessed this same 
situation (Betenaon, 1935)1 
In our journe;y from about the Boise Valley- Ol&ar thro'U&h to Ogd~ 
Utah, we observed a dense cover of tall wa.Ting grass which resembled 
one great wheat field, practicallY' the entire distance, and there 
vaa not as much brush at that time as there is nov, As we travel-
ed along, great herds of cattle and some sheep were observed. My 
husbanda father built one of the first bridges across Raft River, 
and at that time this river vas so la.rge it was necessary to ferey 
wagons across the-stream where bridges had not been constructed. 
-Dilring the first 20 y-ears of settlement, winter feeding ·of cattle 
was not practiced. Very few livestock ware ever lost during that period. 
However, as oTerstocking of the range increased calamity- soon arose. 
Typical of the disaster which befell m&n7 livestock producers is that situ-
ati ~n described b.1 c. s. Wal~ott, 1936t 
In l!S2 tvo wea.ltlv' cattle men, John Sparks and John !innin, libo 
prmously- had bougb.t out the 1Winecup and HD' brands bought the 
1Shoesole' ~ing a lump S'Wil of $950,000.00 which \ro.S considered 
a considero.ble S\Ull in those da.ys. This oede the Sparks and Tinnin 
holdings probably better than 175,000 head of cattle, ranging 
from Goose Creek or Junction valley on the east to Bruneau or Devil 
creek on the west, Snake river on the north and the Great Acerican 
desert on the south. 
Table 1. United States 1orest Service grazing allotments on the Black Pine e..nd East RR!t River Mountain 
tTni ts of the Minidoka Na tionn.l J'orest, 195o-51 
Season Gradng A:rea . allotment 
1950 1951 Cnttle Sheep 
Kelsav C~on Hey' 16-0ct. 15 Jim. 1-0ct. 15 297 
Black Pine C~on Jun. 16-Sept. 30 Same as 1950 2S5 
Black Pine Ca.ey'on Mq 1-Sept. 30 Jun. 1-Sept. 30 231 
Point May l-5ept. 30 Ma:r 16-Sept. 30 435 
Point Mq 16-Sept. 30 Same as 1950 82 
:Burnt Canyon M~ 1-.June 30 Same as 1950 Goo 
Mineral Gulch April ~uly 31 SS.me as 1950 1000 
Pole C~n Jun. 1-0ct. 31 Same as 195Q ~2 Sweetser C~n Aug. 1-S ept. 30 Same ns 1950 1 0 
Deer Hollow Ma:r 11--Jun. 30 Same as 1950 72 
Moberg Canyon Kq 11--Jun. 30 Same a s 1950 728 
•East Ratt River Unit Mq 16--Sept. 30 Same a s 1950 206 
East Raft River Unit Jun. 1-Sept. 30 Same as 1950 190 
kst Raft RiTer Unit Jun. 1&--Sept. 30 Same as 1950 14 
East Raft Riwr Unit JuJ.:r 1-Sept. 20 Same as 1950 425 
East Raft River Unit Jul;y 1-Sept. 15 Same as 1950 100 
East Ra.:tt River Unit July 1- Aug. 31 Same as 1950 225 
East Raft River Unit All8• 6-Sept. 5 Same a s 1950 6oo 
J:e.st Ra!t River Unit Aug. 1--Sept. 15 Same a s 1950 l.Joo 
East Raft River Unit Me.:r 11--Mq 30 Seme R S 1950 290 
- -- --- - --
• Includes that are.-'l. east of Clear Oree]c. ::: 
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In 1885 this concern branded 38,000 head of calves. During ~ 
years from 1886 to 1891 the entire country suffered. from the ~ffects I 
of dought. Springs and creeks dried up; vegetation wilted to the 
ground. The snow that fell in the mountains fell on frozen ground 
and was taken off b;r Chinook winds l~ving no moisture in the earth. 
This drought IIU\de i.t possible for the sage brush to move to the hills 
where it still remains. 
In 1891 on the same range where six years before 38,000 head of 
calves were brand&d, 60 head represented the entire year's crop. 
Jrom 1891 rainy seesons were again enjoyed, but this immense herd 
had almost been depleted. 
This destruction of the virgin vegetative conditions through ove~ 
stocking of livestock ia . ncknowle~ed b;r one of the oo.rly cattlemen, L. 
H. Sweetser (Betenson, 1935): 
Old time cattlemen oppOsed the delivery of the mountain ranges into 
the hands of the conservationists. But ronny of those who still re-
main are inclined to acknowledge that they uere i:n error. UnJ.irni ted 
grazin8 of these ranges broke these nen, D.nd some: of thee hn.ve lived 
to find it out. 
Wild game and huntiA&• Mention is made frequently of the wild game 
present in the Raft RiTer area. during the early settlement era. Mr. L. 
H. Sweetser recalled (~etenson, 1935): 
Vild game was abundant, but probably not existing in sufficiently 
large numbers to have much effect on the range. In early ~a. 
white tailed deer and antelope were plentiful on the plains, taking 
refuee during winter storms within the protection of great groves of 
willows along the banks of streams. Thete willows also affo~ed a 
refuge for cattle. 
Mule deer were in the mountains and foothill canyons. As late as 
1890 they could be seen in the early spring in bunches of as many 
as 250 together at one time. 
A historical review of Ida.ho hunting regulations on the Black Pine 
and SUblett DiviaionE, as the.y pertained to the later periods, is pr~ 
sented in table 2 and t able 3. A similar history of l1tah laws is not 
presented since tlu.>.t state has not been bn.rvestine a. dgn1ficent number 
of the intersta.te ni.grntory deer herd. This is l r rr,ely because of the 
early huntill8 senson in Uteh. which missed the l ater interstate tdeer 
l r:." "' s-:n o· 
. , , ~ ,." 
- .. ... 
/itt# §f .. t£ A<!ftteut T!JRAI. COllEGIJ 
1 ~ p ~').6 YllrlAar -(H':i\. · 
- ··W 
..., 
!able 2. Chronologica.l histor;y of the Idaho game laws concerned with the Sublett Division, 191C>-51 
Year Season Limit Permits Permit License Deer Remarks fee fee tag 
19lo-29 Bone 
--------- - - - -
Game preserve area.. 
1930 10 d.qs 1 either sex Bone Bone $2.00 None Open only in Oneida and Power Co. 
1931 10 dqs 1 either sex None None 2.00 None Open only in Oneida Co. 
1932 10 days ~ 1 either sex lrone None 2.00 None Open only in Oneida. Co. 
193~ 10 days 1 either sex None Bone 2.00 !lone Open only in Oneida Co. 
193 10 days 1 either sex None None 2.00 $1.00 Open only 1n Oneida Co. 
1935 10 days 1 either sex Bone None 2.00 1.00 Open only in Oneida Co. 
1936 10 days 1 either sex None None 2.00 1.00 Open only in Oneida Co. 
1937 10 days 1 either sex Bone Bone 2.00 1.00 Open only in Oneida Co. 
1938 10 days 1 either sex None 1fone 2.00 1.00 Open only in Oneida Co. 
19~ 10 days 1 either sex 2,000 Unknown 2.00 1.00 Open only in Oneida. and Power Co. 19 10 days 1 either sex Unknown Unknown 2.00 1.00 Open only 1n Oneida Co. 
1941 4~s 1 buck None None 2.00 1.00 
1942 4 days 1 buck Bone Bone 2.00 1.00 
194~ 10 days 1 buck None None 2.00 1.00 
194 None 
------- -·--- -- - -19~ None . 
---- -- --- -- --
19li6 Oct. 13-20 1 either sex ltoo• $3.00 2.00 1.00 
1947 Oct. 1?-17 1 either sex 500* 3.00 2.00 1.00 
1948 Oct. 16-20 1 either sex 300 3.00 2.00 1.00 
1949 Oct. 14-18 1 either sex Goo llone 2.00 1.00 
1950 Oct. 14-17 1 either sex 650 None 2.00 1.00 
1951 Oct. 13-16 1 either sex 850 3.00 2.00 1.00 
• -- - -
• Total permits for both the Black Pine and SUblett Divisions. 
~ 
VI 
fable 3· Chronological history of the Idaho same laws concerned with the l31ack Pine Division, 1910.5l 
Year Season Limit Permits Permit License Deer Remarks 
fee fee :t84 
191o-4o llone Game preserve area. 
191a. 4~s 1 buck llone llone $2.00 $1.00 
1942 4 dqs 1 bn.ck llone llone 2.00 1.00 194~ llone 
-- - - -- --194 l!fone 
--- - --- ---- ---1945 lone 
--- ---- -- ----- ---19116 Oct. 13-20 1 either sex lKlo• $3.00 ~.00 1.00 1947 Oct. 12-17 1 either sex 500• 3.00 2.00 1.00 
1948 Oct. 16-20 1 either sex 300 3.00 2.00 1.00 
1949 Oct. 14-18 1 either sex 300 llone 2.00 1.00 
1950 Oct. 14-17 1 either sex 300 l!fone 2.00 1.00 
1951 Oct. 13-16 1 either sex 300 $3.00 2.00 1.00 
• Total permits for both the Black Pine Dh1.sion and the Sublett Division. 
I 
...... 
.::::-
\ . 
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migration. 
Methods Used 
1'echniro;es and Equipment 
Transportation for project work was accompliShed at vnriaus intervals 
through the use of one of the folloWing: (1) a 1/2 ton pickup truck, (2) 
a Dodge Power Wa.gon, . t'S) a 4-wheel drive Jeep, (4) 2 saddle horses, and· 
(5) a team of drnft horses Vi th a bobsled. Deer trapping was done vi th 
2 fabricated wire and steel, portable traps. Aluminum ta&s and disks of 
var! oua colors were used to mark the trapped. animals. Twent)r-four bales 
of f1rat crop alfalfa, 4oo pounds of rolled bnrl91, and 400 pounds of 
pellet concentrates were used. to bait the deer traps. A •mall, section, 
spring-tooth drag and a 20 foot length of logging chain were used as a 
road drag for the track count. Binoculars were easential for detailed 
field observations. In ndd.ition, a 2 1/41 x 2 lf4M Cirotlex reflex 
camera was used for the maJor portion of the photographic records contained 
in this report. Much of the proJect area bas never been surreyed., but 
where maps were available :tu.ll use was made of them. Suoh statistical. 
data not gP-thered in the field. on this proJect were tak~ direct~ from 
the tiles of the various coopernting agencies concerned. 
Plan of Procedure 
The plan ot etudy for this proJect paralleled to a l a rge measure the 
interstate herd stwUea conducted in California and. Oregon. Interviews 
of local residents were made in an effort to obtain past and present 
information of the migrator,y deer herd movemente as those local resident s 
knev then. Personal observations were made constantly to aid in the 
migration, herd populntion, and herd composition studies. Hunting returns, 
boi;h in Idaho and t7tab,, were utilized in an effort to correlate them with 
the herd popul~tion and composition. Some deer were trapped on their 
winter ranges, tagged with a colored ear tag, and released ns potential 
sources of future migrf\toey data. lawn tagging was also done on the 
favniD« areas of tb.e summer range in the Sublett Division. 
Review ot Literature 
Prior to the s"t"uq of this migratory deer population, a Ce.J"etul 
inTestigaUon and naluation of previotte17 conducted works, related to 
this type of inTesUgaUon, vas made. Detailed accounts of the California-
Oregon interatate migratory deer herd ~ve been made in three p~ogress 
reports 'b1 the Interstate Deer Berd COIIlllittee, 1947, 1949, 1950· An 
evaluation and application of mule deer census methods has been presented 
by RalmUasen and Doman, 1943. Stud~es of the rate of increase of deer 
herds has been done by Xelker, 1947. Mule deer prod.uctivi ty has been 
studied in Utah by Robin~tte and Olson, 1944. The life histor,r, food 
habits, and migrational tendencies of California mule deer was studied 
by Dixon, 1934. · 
A tentative deer herd. management plan wa s worked up for the :Black 
Pine and Sublett Units by Bill and Garner, 1944. Wright and Swift, 1942, 
found that auccesstul track count censuses of migratory deer herds can 
be made where little used dirt roads cut across the route of migration. 
McCain, l94s, found that through the use of p~llet group counta it vas 
possible to determine areas of intenaiTe deer use and to compute the 
total deer population present on the winter range. According to Robin-
ette and Jensen, 1950, deer mar be classified as to age thr~ their den-
tition characteristics, thia age claasifioation being divided into 5 
ace clanea. 
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DEER HERD CHARA.CTERIS'l'ICS 
Populatiop 
!hree census methode were utilized to determine the total population 
involved in the interstate deer migration. These were (l) winter counte 
of deer, (2) track counts of migrating deer. and (3) computation of the 
total population from pellet group oounts. 
Winter Counts 
· Winter trend counts on the east end of the Raft River Mountains 
yere begun in lebruary. 1950. 'l'hese counts involving a pnrtia.l drive 
were conducted over the foothill area of the t1teh winter raJ18e, vi th 
the personnel on horseback. Riders were stationed in a line within 
sight o! fellow observers wherever snow and terrain permitted. Deer 
doubling back through the line and between the riders were counted on the 
uphill side o! each rider only. The obstinate driVi~ tendencies o! mule 
deer made it possible to count Jll8JlY o! the deer on that Yinter range as 
they passed between the VArious observers. 
The second annual winter census of the deer on the east end of the 
Ra:f't River Mountains was conducted March 7 and 14, 1951. The sam~ 
procedure as described for the 1950 count wn.s used for this count. 
!rhe 1951 census shoved a decrease of 33 percent below that of the 
1950 count. This decrease is. however, not n general herd population 
trend. 'l'he counts from Ten Mile to Indian Creek and from Cedar Creek to 
Rice Creek were not wholly repeated in 1951. Instead tho counts only 
extended half-WS3', termina.ting at Oha1k Gorg~ and Dn!f7 Creek, reepeo-
tivel.T. Table 4 shows the comparative oenaua i'igurea tor the 2 )"ear•, 
!his . inoomplete count would atfeot ~ Tariation below the ~tot 
1950. In addition, an open and moderate winter allowed m~ deer to 
lS 
move to higher ranges above those areas Where the Winter co1m.ts were nor-
mally made. !hese same mild climatic conditions also allowed m~ deer, 
. I 
which normally winter in Utah, to winter on the west-facing slopes of the 
Black Pine Division in Idaho. ~e combination of these 2 f actors mq then 
account for tJ:lJ.Y deer herd variation over the 1950 count not accounted 
for in the 1951 cansua. 
1'he census figures obtained by ridin& represent a minilllum number of 
deer on the area. 1'he accuraor of the count h quesUona.ble and the poas1-
bili ty of a significant correlation with the track count and pellet group 
oenaua methods of this stu~ ia remote. Climatic conditions, terrain, and 
vegetative cover intro~ce sources of error whiCh are difficult to oompen-
sate. For the present time, at least, these oounte mAY have some v.alue 
as trend indicators only when restricted to known ar~s. 
Track Counts 
lrom October 12 to llovember 20, 195o, a track count of the , southward 
deer migration was conducted over the dirt state line road east of' 
Strevell, Idaho. !he course covered a distance of 2.5 miles from the 
west margin of the Junipers to the dry fal'm fence line on the east. 
A pickup truck wns used tor dragging. Initial preparation of the 
road sarface was nccompliShed through the use of a small, section, spring-
tooth drag. A heavy logging chain l ooped behind the spri.nc-tooth broke 
up the dirt clods into a fine, loose, dirt mll.ch which easily retained 
the hoof iJnprint of migrating deer. Jollowing thia treatment subsequent 
!able 4. Winter deer count of the Interstate Deer Herd. Indian Creek to Bice Creek, Raft River 
Mountains. Utah. \linters of 1949-50 and 1950-51 
De.te 
2/14/50 
2/14/50 
2/15/50 
roTAL 
Location 
!en Kil&-Indian Creek 
!en KU&-Challc Gorge•• 
!an Mile-Cedar Creek 
Cedar Creek-Jlice Creek 
Cedar Cree~Duf'f'7 Creek.* 
1950 count• Da.te 
3/7/51 
3/14/51 
3/7/51 
1951 count 
241 
145 
223 
913 . __ L __ --• uj_ 6o9 
• A separate district count vas not kept during the 1950 census • 
•• Incomplete 1951 censuses. 
... 
\D 
20 
drags were made using only the heavy logging chain looped behind the 
truck. The spring-tooth vA.s only used oge.in if the road surfaces became 
pncked down. All counts were made while walking over the road ahead o! 
the truck and the drag which was operated by other personnel. The 
count data for the fall period are ahown in fi~e 4. The daily count 
data were derived ~ the subtraction of the northbound deer tracks 
from the southbound deer tracks. :SecA.use of interruptions by storms 
and hunter travel, daily counts were impossible. 
:Between October 16 and November 20, 1950. 1,000 deer were estimated 
by a count of tracks to have moved across the state line on to the 
winter ranges in Utah. :Sy the end o! December, bnsed on field surveys 
it wa.s estimated that 2,000 migratory deer occupied the East Raft 
River winter range. 
On March 29, 1951, the spring track count and road drag were initia-
ted on the same section of the state line road east of Strevell, Idaho. 
On April 10, this track count vas extended to include a 2 1/2-mile sec-
tion of the Meadow Creek Pass road which is situated between the :Slack 
Pine Division and the Sublett Division. On this road, a 1/4-mile sec-
tion at the mouth of Sweetser Canyon and a section from the Meadow Creek 
Spring east 2 1/4 miles were intensively covered during the spring 
migration. 
The same method used during the fall track count wae utilized for 
the apri%1€ track count o.nd roo.d d~. However, a change wA.s made with 
the aubsti tution of a Jeep for the pickup truck (14,-ure 5). 
~e spring track count was conducted over a period of 37 days. The 
cost of the operfltion was $203.67 (table 5). During tho.t time, 10 days 
were lost because of impassable roads. Counting conditions were, however, 
good to excellent for the most part. The day by day results of the separate 
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Figure 4. Day by d~ trend of fall deer migration as recorded by periodic t rack count on the 
s tate line road. Fall, 1950. 
{::} 
.; .... .,........-
J'igure 5. Spring-tooth e.nd logging chain drag used for initial pre-
paration ot trnck count roe.'d'. Rote old deer trnck next to 
footprint in central toreground. 
22 
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Table 5. InterstRte migrator.y deer herd spring track counting 
costs. 1951 
Item ~uty· Coat 
Labor 170 hrs. $ 170.00 
Jeep opern tion 1, 660 miles 33.67 
TOTAL • • $ 20~.61 
23 
• 
drags showed a total of 2,764 deer (table 6). The daily count data 
were derived by the subtraction of the southbQund deer tr~cks from the 
northbound deer tracks. 
:Because of frozen roads, the spring tra.ck count was not started soon 
enough to catch early deer migrants. Therefore, it was necessnry to 
estimate the number of deer which bAd crossed prior to the initial track 
count. These estimates were based on the number of visible trncks counted 
on the first day of this progrAJD. At that time, nightly freezing tem-
peratures left the road and all nearby ground surfaces frozen and un-
marked by the tracks of nocturnally migrating deer. Warm, ~.ytime 
temperatures thawed the frozen surfaces, and diurnally migratory deer 
left their tracks i mprinted on the road. Based on field observations 
the diurnally migrating deer represented 1/3 of the deer moving nort~ 
ward during each 24 hour period. The rem~ inine 2/3 of the migrE~-tine 
deer herd moved northward during the evenine hours when the &round was 
frozen. 
Winter snow still blocked the east side of the Hen.do'vr Creek Pass 
when thAt drng was initiated. One week l at er , ns the snow melted, nn 
unreported deer migration was discovered on thAt eas t portion of the 
pass . How many deer crossed prior to our di scovery, is not known. Re-
ports from some of the cattlemen in that area indicE~-·t ed that it was as 
heavy as the west side migration. However, ~ t the time of discovery 
the melting snow had obliterated any poss ibility of making a track 
count ot the previous migration. An estimate was made for this early 
migration on the basis that the accumulated daily counts, after April 
17, s~wed that section to have 1/3 the number of tracks counted on the 
crest section. Obliteration of the deer tracks by cattle and fnrm 
!able 6. Day- by- d.q trnck count on the Idaho-Utah state line road a.nd 
on the Meadow Creek Pass road, Idaho. March-April, 1951 
State line Meadow Creek 
nate 
Count EstirMte Count lstiJDate 
Ha.roh 29 160 
.April l 20 300 
~ 14 10 
5 211 
6 228 
7 216 
8 27·3 
9 170 
10 134 388 900 
11 68 143 4o 
12 131 - 170 55 
i~ 130 64 6o 106 - 149 6o 15 158 1 3 4o 
16 lo4 157 50 
17 92 ~ 50 18 76 
19 108 150 
20 lo4 130 
21 45 73 
22 19 91 
~a 21 108 61 122 
25 46 16 
28 29 71 
30 200 4oo 
TOTAL 2.764 _500 2._20_1 1_._8_Q5_ 
equipnent made it neceasar;y to estimate th-e tracks on April 13 and 19 • 
.Ul regular track counting was terminated on April 2S. Vhile it 
wa1 acknowledged that deer were still migrating northward, such m~­
tory movements were so ·sporadic that it vas decided that the TSlue of 
information gained b1 continuation of the work would not offset the cost 
of such operations. :Baaed on reported crossings and several periodic 
track counts, estimates were mnde for the period following the termi-
nation date. 
lrom track counts, this section of the interstate migratory deer 
herd nUJSbera at least 3, 264 deer ( tnble 6). By comparison, the migration 
is somewhat larger between the :Slack Pine Division and the Sublett Divi-
aion, numbering at leaat 4,008 deer. A comparative summnr;y or previous 
state line track counta is shown in table 7• 
A tall track count is not practical as a census method for thia 
migratory daer herd. !he principle reason is the change in the mi,era-
tor.y deer movement from a sharp October influx to a slow infiltration 
moTement which extended the migration into lebru.ar;y, 1951. The con-
centrP.ted movement of the spring migration is more ideal for a track 
counting census. 
Track counting and road dragging operations on the Me~dow Creek Pass 
road were not a.a efficient as they might have been. Counting difficulties 
arose from graveled road surfaces, from the movemmt of cattle alon& 
the road, and the transport of farm machinery over the road. In 
addition, the deer migrated northward all along S or 10 miles ot the 
Kea.dow Creek road vi th on11 a !f!fW areas where concentrated crossings 
occurred. This condition made it extremely diffiault to count o.ll of the 
tracks ot deer involved in the migrt>tory movanent. Unfortunately, 
!able 7. Dq by ds:y ooJDIJ8rieon of state line track counts of the 
~rtng interstate deer migrations, 1949-51 
Date Track counts 
1_9_149• 1_950 1.951 
March 4 33 
~ 72 25 
7 lS 
s 1 
9 9 
' 
10 31 
11· 1 
12 0 
17 28 
lS • 15 
19 10 
20 0 
21 3 
22 19 
29 160 
April ' 20 1 7 
~ 14 10 
5 211 
6 228 
7 274 216 
8 127 Z73 
9 170 
10 134 
11 43 6s 
12 5~ 131 i~ 130 20 106 . 
15 
16 
19 
68 
158 
104 
17 ~ 92 18 76 
19 75 lOS 
20- 62 104 
21 70 45 
22 85 19 
~~ so 21 31 61 
~ 21 46 64 
27 53 
.. 28 29 
29 28 
30 0 
2S 
Table 7• Continued 
Date Track counts 
1_2~9· l_92Q 1_9_51 
Mq 2 34 
s 19 
9 ia 11 
12 50 
i~ 25 4g 
15 11 
16 23 
17 22 
lS 3 
19 12 
20 26 
21 18 
22 43 
~~ 17 21 
25 4 
26 g 
'l'OTAL 1 .. 915 1 .. 820 2J64 
• A dar by day count wns not availAble. 
future trnck counts in that area will be impossible bec~use of plans 
to gravel all sections of the road. 
Pellet Group ptots 
During the first 2 weeks of October. 1950, R total of 29-pellet, 
sample plots were mechanicelly established and cleared of all pellet 
groups. The interval between ench plot WRS l to l 1/2 miles. The plots 
were similar to those used b,y McCain, ·1948. The plots were laid out 
with the aid of a hand compass and paced off in strips 6 feet x 11 
chains. These plots contained an area of 0.1 aero. Figure 7 shows 
the location of these pellet sample plots in relntion to the winter range 
occupied by the deer herd. 
!etween Mny 2 and 18. 1951. a count of these pellet SRmple 
plots was conducted. Of the original 29 plots. only 26 were utilized. 
Of the 3 plots not utilized, 1 w~ s on a sheep winter r Ange and the other 
2 plots were never loca ted. The compiled da t a resulting from the pellet 
group count represented a total of 656,820 deer days (table 8). The 
number of pellet groups COltnted on ePch plot wa s converted to pellet 
groups per acre. A conversion f actor of 13.1 pellet groups to 1 deer 
day wns used to convert these ~~ta to deer dRys. The 13.1 f ac tor w~s 
obtained in Card Canyon, Cache County, Utah. Two deer during a 20 ~ 
period dropped 525 pellet groups for a total of 13.1 pellet groups per 
day of use (llook. 1951)*. Previous Utah workers have found the total 
pellet groups to be 12.7 (Rasmus sen, 1943). 
The irregular nature of the fall infiltra\ion of migratory deer 
made it next to i mpossible to determine the number of days the deer spent 
on the winter range. In addition, this situation wa s complica ted by the 
presence of a resident deer herd and a group of migra tory deer from the 
• Jlook, Donald. Personal correspondence to the author dated May 26, 1951. 
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· ~able S. Summ8.r:r of deer pellet count dn.t a . •tay, 1951 
Size in llumber Average !otel 
Area acres Indicated deer use sample deer days deer deys 
plots / acre by area I 
1 10,000 Over 20 days I ~ere 10 4~.5 4~,000 
2 11,000 ~eween 1o-20 d.9¥s I acre 11 1 .2 1 ,200 
~ ~·000 Between 3-10 days I acre 5 3.3 16,500 2 ,560 Less than 3 days I acre Est . (Est.) 2.0 49,120 
'roT.AL 50._56o 26 
- -- - --
'-65Q.~2Q - -
~ 
Albion, each of unknown proportions, on the same winter range vi th the 
Black P1ne-Sublett migration. 
In an attempt to solTe this dilemm~, table 9 was used to conTer' 
the known faJ.l deer migration into deer da~a. This being accomplished, 
it was necessar~ to determine the remaining deer ~ during the second 
period this group spent on the range from November 20, 1950 to Mar 4, 
·1951, 165 days. To compensate for the "weighted" depnrture of this 
first group, it was necessary to compute the arithmetic median of the 
group by: 
23.925 deer days : 665 deer 36 ds.71J 
The product of deer times da3'a is the number of deer da~s spent on the 
range. !beret ore, the number of deer da~s this known group of fall deer 
spent on the rP.nge during the second period wns computed b~: 
665 deer x 165 ~s = 109,725 deer dars 
Other deer of the fall migration which crossed into Utah after November 
20, 1950, were determined b~: 
3,264 Spring deer track count 
-~ Jell deer track count 
~ Deer of late fall migration 
Computation of the deer days that this second group of fall deer spent 
on the winter range, could not be computed as before. The same method 
was used, for deer times days produce deer-da~s. However, since the 
groupe' arrival and depc.rture vere weighted on both ends, the total da~s 
epent on the range could not be used. As a. result, the median of deye 
of occupation was used as the time factor. Therefore: 
2,316 deer x 82 ~~ : 189,912 dee~da7s 
The tote.l deer dqs the :Black Pine-Sublett deer m1gr:' tion spent on the 
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!a.ble 9· Computed deer da;ys for the .known fall migre.tion of the inter-
state migrator,r deer herd. 1950 
Date Dqs on range Migrating deer Deer-de¥• 
Oot. 16 36 14 ~04 
17 5~ 41 1 35 18 70 2380 
19 33 116 3828 
20 32 96 3072 
2l 31 ~~ . 2170 22 30 1980 
~~ 29 64 1856 28 ~ 1652 25 27 1080 
26 26 21 ~~ 27 ~ 18 28 15 36o 
29 23 12 276 
30 22 8 176 
31 21 9 189 
l!l'ov. 1 20 11 220 
2 19 12 228 
:_~ 18 12 216 
. . 17 14 ~ ~ 16 15 ~~ g 120 7 g 112 
8 13 ~ 91 9 12 72 
10 11 5 55 
11 10 a ~ 12 9 
i~ g 4 32 ~ 4 28 15 3 liS 
16 
a 
,21 1~a 17 21 
18 3 22 66 
19 2 ~ 46 20 1 24 
TOTAL j6 94s 23.925 
Utah winter re.nge vas thus calculated to be: 
23,925 
109.725 
~)23,562 
A compariaon of these deer da.71 with those obtained by pellet oensna 
in t~ble 8, reTealed sn excess of 333,258 deer days present in the pellet 
group data. !hie occupation occured over a period of 201 days, October 
16, 1950, to May 4, 1951. !heee deer dAys were then converted to deer 
333.258 deer ~ : 1 658 deer 
201 daT• • 
lrom this ca.loula.tion, it nppeara that there is a.n excess resident 
a.ncl Albion migratory deer herd totaling 1,658 deer on the same winter 
range vi th the 3, 264 !lack Pine-Sublett migratory deer. '!hue a. calculated 
total of 4,922 deer occupied the last Batt River Mountain winter range 
during the winter of 1950..1951. 
!he rear of field work bas left me.Jl1' vea.kneaae• in the above compu,-
tation ~hioh time and continued field work could correct. To be more 
politive, it would be necesaar;y to obtain a track count in both fall and 
spring which would eliminate all estimating on either aide of the migre.-
tion movement. !he moat important consideration would be the improvement 
ot the pellet cenaua method. !hi• could be achieved by a.n efficient 
random sampling ayatem whioh could more profitably be established by a 
ataUaticie.n. Jlroa IUoh a eystc ot pellet group plots, n percent of 
error could be computed and a reasonably accurate winter range census 
made. 
Deer ltel!\ova.ls 
Hunt Xill. !he largest deotmat1ng factor a.cttne on the migratory deer 
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herd is that of hunting removnls. The datA for these removals were ob-
tained from 6 deer checking stations, 5 stations in Idaho covering 2 
area s and 1 station in Utah covering 3 areAs. As a result, there arose 
the possibility of considerA.ble inaccuracies in the data collected: inex-
perienced help collected the dnta, hunters failed to report to checking 
steti1ns, nnd 1 checl~ng sta tion w~s responsible for too a~tensive an 
area. One of these inaccuracies is present in tho reported kill data for 
the 1950 l31P.Ck Pine, Ic:lAho hunt. The ,.,ri ter \·rorked full tine during th.ct 
hunt on the deer checking st~tion at Strevell, Idaho, where he col lected 
sex and age inform~tion ~ s well ~ s hunter success. While the records 
showed no fawns killed, the writer recorded 9 fawns, 4 bucks and 5 does, 
having passed through the sta tion. In addition, the kill taken in all 
the a.refls undoubtedly would include resident as \fell as migrAtory deer. 
Corrections for these errors are impossible, consequently the data re-
mained as reported following the 1950 hunting seas0n. 
Based on checking station figures, the Utah kill is 20 percent of the 
total kill, while Idaho harvested 80 percent (teble 10). »ased on the 
time th8t these deer spend in each state, 5 months in Utah and 7 months 
in Idaho, Idaho harvested an estimated 20 percent over its quota; while 
Utah failed to hP.rvest its proportionate share. To correct this situ-
et10n, it will be necess~ry for Utnh to delay the regulfl r hunt until 
sometime in November or make provision for n special post senson hunt as 
was done in 1950. 
From chedkihe station dntn, the yenrl1n:; deer 1¢.11 nppOArs to be 
onl7 15 percent of the total annual kill (table 11). If such is the case, 
the apparently small yearline populntion could account for the high fawn 
to doe ratio observed by the writer in December, 1950. The doe kill was 
Table 10. TotSl. deer removed through huntine from the intersta te niere-tory deer herd by Utah and Idaho, 
1950 
Buck kill Doe P.ll hwn kill Total kill 
Area Hunt Date Permits No. ~ llo. % No. ~ lo. ~ 
Idaho -
Sublett Either sex Oct. 14-17 650 257 34 179 24 31 4 ~l 61 Black Pine Either sex Oct. 14-17 300 so 11 56 7 0 18 
Utah 
East R.:'lft River :Buck Oct. 28 - Open 80 11 80 11 
Mountains Nov. 7 
Post seAson 
Either sex Nov. 1g..27 350* 15 2 34 4 25 3 74 10 
j 
TOTAL 1300 432 ~58 269 35_ 56 7 757 100 I 
.. 
VJ 
~ 
62 percent of the buck kill: while the buck kill wPs 57 percent of the 
total kill (table 10). The fawn kill was 7 percent of the total kill. 
Where a more accurate group of data was collected. the doe kill was 56 
39 
percent of the buck kill; while the buck kill was 53 percent of the total 
kill (table 11). The fawn kill vas 16 percent of the total kill. 
Hunt loss. The loss due to wounded deer and illegn.l doe kills was ne€-
ligible during the 1950 sensons. While at times hunters' rePorts led 
one to believe the loss would be high, field checking during an~ following 
the hunting season did not benr these rumors out. Only 3 does and 1 
large buck which represented crippling losses or abandonment were found 
by the writer during the entire year (figure 9). 
Hunter success. An average hunter ~ccess for the combined Black Pine 
nnd Sublett Divisions was 63 percent. This high degree of success is 
in all probability due to the hunt taking place over the ea sily 
accessible summer range occupied by most of the migr.rtory deer herd. The 
Sublett area is particularly the most accessible area \:1 th a maximu ele-
vation of 7,600 feet and a fine network of side roads. The BlAck Pine 
area is rugged and steep with a few roads and with difficult hunting 
conditions. 
The Utah hunter success was difficult to determine. The study area 
was part of a larger unit, the Park Vnlle,r-&~ft River Unit. As a result, 
many hunters hunted throughout the unit froo day to cw.y and it wns not 
always possible to find out accurately where they mnde their deer kill. 
From the regular hunt cl.nta, it was computed thnt the hunter success vro.s 
approximately 52 percent. During the poet season either sex hunt, the 
success was in the neighborhood of 70 percent. The l a tter increase is 
.. 
Table 11. Sex and age composition of a sampled portion of the kill 
from the interstate migratory deer herd. 1950 
Sex and age Jl'W!lber Percent 
lru.cka 
J'avns 9 10 
Yearlings 12 14 
2-year olda ll 12.5 
3-7 years 45 51 
g or more 11 12.5 
TOTAL gg 100. 0 
Doea 
Fawns , 17 2S · 
Ye~lings 10 16 
2-year olds 12 20 
3-7 years 20 33 
g or core 2 3 
TOTAL 61 100.0 
ligure 9. Large 4-point buck which evidently died a s a direct result of 
a bullet wound or resultant, related, complica tion. Coyotes 
ate a hindquarter over the winter while decay and flies ac-
counted for the decomposition in the spring. 
again attributed to the infiltration of the interstnte migratory deer herd 
from Idaho to the winter ranges in Utnh. This deer herd wns not present 
in Utah in an1 great numbers during the regular buck senson. 
The hunting pressure data for the 2 seasons showed 80 deer killed 
on the regular hunt and 74 during the post-season hunt (table 12). ~ased 
on the kill alone, Indian Creek receives 52 percent of the hunting pres-
sure exerted on the Utah winter range. Good water, roads, and campsites 
Bre the main reasons for this heavy use. Unfortunately for the most 
part, the region is rather difficult to reach and more difficult to get 
a deer out to the roads. 
Natural Losses 
Parasites. Of the eotoperasites, winter ticks, Dermacentor albipictus, 
were abundant on nearly e ~~ry animal examined. The most heavily in-
fested regions were on the head, neck, and unde~tail regions (fi~ e 10). 
The latter place, being quite bAre and exposed, offered n fine point of 
attack. What ef: ect this parasite fr~ S on the vitality of the herd is 
unknown; no apprecinble loss coUld be attributed to this infestation. 
Lice were found to be corm:1on on youne aninals trapped dnring J'anwry 
and Jebruary. 1951. The mature animals were not examined because of the 
lack of adequate holding facilities. Both Anoplura and Mallophaga were 
collected. !he Anoplura were identified as Solenopotes ferrisi. Some 
question a.s to the species of Mallophaga hP s arisen, but it is certain 
that they are either Damalina lipeuroides or Damalina parallelus. As 
with the ticks, the lice did not seem to be detrimental to the animals' 
health since all the specimens examined were on deer of robust physique. 
Field observations were made ot several sickly deer which were loo-
sing their hair in lRrge patches and were lame in their hindqunrters. 
Table 12. Successful hunter distribution on the Enst Raft River 
Mountain winter r~nges. October-November, 1950 
Area R~lar Season Post Senson 
Indian Creek 41 39 Ten Mile Creek ia 11 Duffy Creek 7 Cedar Springs 4 
Crystal Canyon 9 StreTe11 Pass 6 
Other 9 
TOTAL go 74 
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lieure 10. Parasitic tick cluster, Dermncentor albipictus, found on the 
lower neck region of dead yenrling doe, found entnngled in 
f!. sta.clcy8rd fence, See figure 22. 
The symptoms as displayed by these anil!l(l.ls suggest that they were infested 
by scabies (Radley, 1950 and Murie, 1951). Observations of this condition 
were rare and apparently of little consequence to the general dePr herd 
condition. 
Disease. The only deer known to hnve died from an organic disturbance 
was a mAture doe. An autopsy revealed that the lower portions of ettch 
lung lobe were filled with blood so as to give the lung a liver-like 
appearance. This provided a go'Jd. reason to believe the nnima.l died of 
double pnuemonia . This is fUrther supported by the an1mo.l' s general con-
dition which was t:;ood; the disea.se which killed it w~>.s undoubtedly a 
rapid progressing type. 
Starvation. Denths from starva.tion were negligible during the ,.,inter 
of 1950-51. A mild \·rinter provided much open rll.nge \11th only short 
periods of intense cold. Sta~tion ~~s occurred in the IX~st and no 
doubt will occur in the future whenever winter climPtic condition are 
severe. 
Accidental d~th. Barbed wire is the most serious hazard to the normal 
life of deer. Since these deer migrate over extended routes, many fence 
obstacles of barbed wire are encountered. As the migra tory herd moves 
from 1 range to another, deer are left hanging in in the fences where they 
became entnngled. Most cases seen by the writer involved leg entangle-
ment in the 2 top strands of wire. With the fencing of wheat land, deer 
deaths may increase. 
On one occa sion a wire entangled, m~ture buck w~ s released, appar-
ently unharmed, by James Neddo, a local rancher. Mr. Neddo was driving 
along a side ro~d when he observed a buck ~nging with ita hindfoot caught 
in the top strands of a barbed \tire :fence on the Xei th Anderson Rrulch. 
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Stopping his car, he got out and slowly walked towards the animal. Upon 
reaching the entangled deer, he pulled the wire strands apart: and the 
buck hobbled off apparently none the worse for his experience . The ani-
mal was ver,r tired, evidently from a long strugele to escaye the wire, 
and as a result never became panic-stricken by the approach or release 
efforts put forth b,y Mr. Jeddo. 
The deer migrati on rout e crosses U. s. Highway 30 s. As a result 
during the migr a tion periods, a number of deer lose their lives when 
struck by automotive vehicles. The tendency of the deer t o cross the 
highway in groups, frequently results in 1 ca.r hi t ting more than 1 F~.nimf\1. 
PredAtors. The nountain lion ranks a s chief nmong the predc".tory species 
preying on the herd. Frequent lion kills t>.re seen a t the hi~er elevn-
tions in the summer months; while in the wint er they cnn be found f\ t 
the middle elevations. Vernal Montgomery , the government tr~pper, tra iled 
and shot a 191 pound male lion in the winter of 1~51 on the Clear Creek 
dra inage. During the winter deer count, 5 de er were found deP-d and all 
h~d been victims 0! mountain lions. Hunting pressure br.s reduced the lion 
population to a r ather low l ~vel during the past few years; consequently, 
they can not be considered a s n drain on the popule ti ~n. 
Bobcats f\re f airly : bundant over the entire stuey a rea . However, 
the deer losses to bobcats would f all primarily in the fawn class. Even 
in that fl ge cla ss it is doubtful if losses are significant. Rodents and 
rabbits are much too abundant for serious predation of deer by the bob-
cat. 
Intensive trappi ng and po1sonine progrRms have reduced the coyote 
population to an extremely low level. Accoopanyi ng t his coyot e decline 
is an irruptive increase of rabbits nnd rodents. Those rem~ ining coyotes, 
as a result, hP.ve an abund.a.nt food supply n.vailable at all tim 8s. 
A fairly large golden ee.gle" p6pul"' tion roams over most of the study 
area. The description given by Murie, 1951, of golden eRgles attacking 
elk calves leads one to classify them Rs a source of preda tion. A golden 
eagle predation vas not known on the fawns or ~dults of the migratory 
deer herd. 
Herd Composition 
During lP.te Novet1ber and Decenber, observ2-tions were Jllnde on the se:: 
and a.ge composition of the deer herd in the Ten Mile nnd the Indinn Creek 
drai~ges (table 13). By actual observation the buck to doe ratio was 
computed to be 1:2.59 and the doe to fnwn ~ tio was 1:1.46. 
Because of the impossib111 ty of clr-.ssifying the l E> rger groups of 
does and fA.wns and the compnre.tive ease with which individUP.l or groups 
of bucks were clPssified, ~ correction of does to fawns va s necessary to 
present a truer buck t o doe r e.tio. This correction was derived by 
utilizing the doe to fawn rPtio established from small groups of does 
I 
and fawns previously classified. When this cor~ection wa s applied to 
the lfl.rge nnclnssified groups of does and fA.wns a corrected doe totnl wa s 
obtained. The buck correction was a total of the bucks seen ttccompa cying 
the lttrge groups of does and fA.wns. Since cla ssifica tion of the entire 
group had not been mP.de, these bucks hl>.d not been A.dded previously to 
the column of nctue.l observnti ons. A new buck to doe ~' tio of 1:3.04 
was obta ined from these corrected t ot als. A l n.rcer snmple 0f the herd 
population would give a more reliA-ble series of sex nnd n.ge rP.tios. 
Herd. Incrtk'\Se 
Based on da ta gat hered t o date, it is impo ssible t o predict the 
nature and direction of this migra tory deer herd increase. 
~able 13. Sex and nee composition of ~ sample of the post hunt interst r te ~igrntory deer herd. 1950 
Buck Doe J'awn Total 
Number Percent !hnnber Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
I 
Actual Observations 37 14 96 35 14o 51 2:[3 100 
Corrected Totals 46 12 14o 35 205 52 391 100 
~ 
~ 
Several items are rather interesting and they may have some value 
as trend 1nd.'-cators. Specifically, the doe to fawn r a tio of 1:1.46, 
while probably high because of the doe klll being 50 percent of the buck 
kill and a low yearling population in the deer herd, still indica tes a 
high degree of herd fertility. In addiUon, the buck to doe4r a tio of 1:3 
is also at a sex ratio level where the herd size will increase rapidly. 
This situation is also aggravated by inadequate harvesting on the part 
of both Utah and Idaho. 
If we a ssume that this herd bas a percentage of increase amounting 
to 30 percent (Robinette and Olsen, 1944), the total annual harvest is 
at least 200 deer short of harvesting this annual ioorease. · There is 
trf'err reason to belitrf'e that this herd bas an annual increase in excess 
of 30 percent. Based on the high doe to fawn r a tio the true percentage 
of the herd increase, more than likely, lies between 35 and 4o percent. 
Through the use of !!!!proved censua methods and an intensive survq of all 
herd losses, this r a te of herd increase could be computed. 
One thing that is certain, this herd can only be managed adequately 
at a. sustained level through the use of buck and doe harvests which remove 
the annual herd inorease. Predation and other losses appear to be at a 
minimum tlms allowing both Utah and Idaho to have uniform either sex 
controlled l:nmts. !he level this herd should be sustained at can only 
be determined b7 more field work which can ascertain the necessary balance 
between the deer population and available forage. It is the writer's 
estimate that the migra tor,y deer population ahould be held a t about 
2,~ deer. 
J'all Migration 
Date of moT•emt. 
Migration 
As determined b7 track counts, the fall migra tion 
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from the IdRho summer range to the Utah winter range beg~n on October 
16, 1950, and reached a peak on October 19, 1950 (figure 4). This crest 
was a false indicAtor, however, since 1/3 of the deer did not reach Utah 
until sometime in the mi ddle of November. 
Routes of travel. A positive pattern of travel could not be estA.blished 
in 1 year's time. However, it was possible to locate several of the 
routes used by- the deer when they- moved thrOUgh the llle.ck Pine Division 
(figure 11). These routes corresponded very closely- to those routes 
followed during the epring migration. 
Termination point. As far as co\ua be determined, the interstnte mi-
gratory deer herd terminated the fall migrati on on the East RAft River 
Mountain winter re~e (figure 13). Some reports were rec~ived of this 
migration termineting west and south of Pa.rk Valley-, UtF~h. Subsequent 
investigations of this possibility- failed to support such reports. 
Motivating influences. 
p 
Unlike m~y- other mig~tor)" deer herd move-
ments, this interste.te herd begnn its fP.ll drift when Icle.ho hunting pres-
sure was exerted during a 4-d.P.y- either sex deer seo.son held on both 
divisions (figure 4). Following the terminntion of the hunting pressure, 
the fall drift was slowed from a rapid influx to one of a much slower 
infiltration. Where the lllAck Pine Division acts a s an intermediate 
transitory zone, a small resident herd being its only- summer population, 
the major portion of the migrating deer herd is only- temporarily absorbed 
in that area as the Idaho hunt ends. The Sublett Division summer range 
becomes deserted. This hunting pressure is said to move the deer in bun-
ches of 50 and 60 head through the Muddy Creek Pass and the East Dey 
Canyon Pass on the BlRok Pine Division. This condition m8y- be modified 
by- an unseasonally- earl)" snowstorm prior to the hunt. Then, RS With 
Jligure 11. J'resh ~dnter migration trail, leading from the J3la.ck Pine 
Division to the J3a.ckground Raft River Division, as seen on 
JanUP.ry 13, 1951. 
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other deer herds (Russell, 1932 and Dixon, 1934), the snow is the fa ctor 
responsible for driving the deer to their winter ranges. Unless n henV.f 
snow moves th~ southward, these deer will then slow down and trickle 
across the state line to occupy thedr winter r nnge in Utah. 
· There is every reason to believe that this migratory deer movement 
is related to hPbit; this concept is supported by the very nnture of the 
migration. The winter range and summer range are identical regarding 
winter climate and the availability of food. If anything, the food ~PlT 
is better on the Idaho snmmer ranee. In addition, the eomplexity of 
migratory deer travel through seTeral drainages and from the Columbia 
River Plateau Province into the »asin and Range Province illustrates the 
departure from the usual drainnge restrictions described by Russell, 1932. 
This phnse of the interstate migr ation closely resembles the migr ation 
of the deer in the Yellowstone-Thorofare regions where they move f rom 
the Yellowstone Valley, over the Absorokns, and into the Shoohone drni~~e 
(Murie, 1951). As Bussell, 1932, states, "Fa ilure t o fo l low a single 
dra inage system when migrating indicates thnt repetition of unus~.l move-
ments may establish migration h8bits of an irregular na ture.• The mi grat ion 
appears, therefore, to be one of ~bit r ather thr.n one of escape from 
severe winter conditions occuring on the ~er range. 
Spring Migration 
Dates of movement. The drift northward from the Utah winter r ange to 
the Idnho summer re.nge commenced approximately on March 25, 1951. Im-
pa ssible road and wenther conditions made it difficult to determine this 
date definitely. ~e peak of the sta te line migration occurred on April 
8, 1951 (figure 12). Jigure 12 illustrates the trend of the Meadow Creek 
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Figure 1 2. D~ by d..a3' trend of spring deer migra tion ns recorded by daily tr;:\ck counts on the state line and Meadow 
Creek roads. 1951. 
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Pass migra tion which reached a peak on April lg, 1951• The late date o! 
our drag on that rond made it impossible to determine the date of the 
first northward crossing or the d.D.te of thnt migration crest. 
Routes o! travel. Throughout the spring migration, a careful stUdy wns 
made of migra tional routes followed by the deer (figure 13). A series 
of photographs taken along this route best illustra te the deer herd's in-
difference to drfl.inl'l.ges and the determination to get to their destiM.tion 
via the shortest and the easiest possible route (appendix figures 1-6). 
3lnck Pine winter residents used the West Dry Cree~ud Springs Pass in 
their northward migr~tion (a.ppend.ix fie;u.re 7). As stated previously • the 
results of 1 y~r1 s investigation ~nnot be _used as a bnsio for the posi-
tive establiShment of such migratory routes. The writer has received re-
ports of these deer mierntion routes occurri ng on all sections of the 
Black Pine area . From these reports, it seems t hat each year the climatic 
conditions dictate the r oute t o be followed. In years of h~~vy snow, the 
high passes are blocked; and thus the deer supposedly follo\v' along the 
more open foothill areas to the enst and west. 
Termination point. The short range program of this study did not provide 
the means for successfully determining the termination points Of the 
spring interstate deer migration. In future years, the deer tagged during 
the winter of 1950-51 may provide the necessary information for this 
determination. After a week's survey in the spring of 1951, following 
the deer mierntion, it was assumed tha t the resident summer deer pop~ 
l ation on the Blnck Pine Division is not more than 300 head. This means 
manY of the deer reside on the Sublett Division during the summer. ~w­
ever, reports from vDrious sourCes lw.ve CRused specula tion Rbout a mi-
gration terminAting to the north in the Pocfl.tello Mount~dn range which 
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is 6o-70 miles north of the Vtah winter range. Only th1'0U€h the con-
tinuation of an intensive deer t~gging program will this problea be 
IOlTede 
Motivatl~ influencea. With the receasi~n of the winter snow, the 
deer moved from the foothill areas to the higher eleTationa of the winter 
range. Aa the vegetation began to appear at 7,000 feet, the deer began 
their migration northward into Idaho. Wba~ motivated this movement 1a 
not clear. Observations during the entire migration equallY supported 
several contentions expressed by .Russell, 1932. A number of the deer 
appeared to travel to their summer range as fast as the snow allowed. 
As late as April 18, these early .deer migration trails were found in 
extensive patches of deep, crusted snow frequently hip to waist deep on 
a man. Other dear appeared to browse on the tender green shoots as th~ 
trailed lazilY' northward. 
Sp~ation has occurred in the writer's mind regarding these various 
groups of deer and their behavior. Is it possible that certain deer are 
aoclim~ted to a definite altitudinAl zone tor winter and l~er ranges! 
If so, that situation could account for their acti~ns of ear11 and late 
migration. The writer baa observed throughout the winter, social groups 
of deer bflbi tuall1 occupying higher winter ranges than their neighbor•. 
This habit of surviTal under more. rugged oonditiona could very well be 
carried over into the migrational tendencies, since earlf dates of move-
~ 
menta were vitneased b,r the author and other investigators (Bussell, 1932 
and Dixon, 1934). 
Albion migratlo~. In addition to the known deer migration from the 
l3lack Pine and the Sublett Divisions, there is still another reported 
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migration from the Albion Division, Idaho. The size of thia migr~tion 
~ 
ia unknown. It appears to move into the East ~ River Range at the 
mouth of Cleer Creek. lrom reports or hunters e.nd local reaiden ts during 
the fall of 1950, groups of 30 to 4o head of deer were reported moTing 
across the Clear Creek bottom land and up into the higher winter ranges 
south and east or Clear Creet. 7rom these reports there is an indication 
that these deer Winter in the upper regions of the Indian Creek drainAge. 
Winter ranee. To aid 1n the positive determination of the termination 
points or eaoh fell and spring migration, . it w~s necessary to formulnte 
a system of marking the migrnting animttls. lor this purpose, a deer 
trapping and tagging program vas established on the deer winter range in 
Utah. 
Deer trapping and tagging were carried out during January and P'ebru,.. 
ar.y, 1951. One trap was locnted in the Indian Creek drainage and one in 
the Chalk Gorge »asin. Twenty-seven deer were trapped at Indian Creek 
and 12 at the Chalk Gorge trap. 
!he traps were portable structures designed by Utah J'ish and Game 
personnel and constructed from angle iron and heavy wire, meah fencing: 
canvas walls and plYvood handling chutes were attached (appendix plates 
1-l~). Each major panel of the tra.p measured 6 x 9 feet. The canvas walls 
were colored green to fill in a solid wall effect and prevent the deer 
from battering their heads in an attempt to escape. It was necessar.y to 
have an opening in the canvas at one end in order that the deer might view 
another escape route. Actually, the wire nettine still prevented escape. 
Arrangements should be mk~e for these openings to close with the closuro 
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ot \he automatic trip gate. One of 3 fatalities occurring in this trap 
was attributed to this opening. As the door closed, the deer were 
startled .and rushed to the openings which weren't covered and battered 
~ themselves repeatedly against the wire netting in a vain attempt to 
escape. 
Once held within the trap, the deer were quite docile as long as 
the walla vere light tight. They- vera induced to enter the ha.ndling 
crate uaing a patch of light, as escape bait, showing through the grate 
of the crate's front door. The smnll size of this crate prevented~ 
stampedes to the opening. Once the deer entered the crate the door vas 
dropped behind it, and a burlap cover vas hung over the grate. A lack 
ot light quieted the animal iamediately. 
The deer were tagged vith cattle type ear tags and a colored al~ 
minum disk vhioh looked in place on the prong of the cattle tag. The 
disks were 2 inches in dinmeter and were colored red or yellov r~re­
aenting the Indian Creek and the Chalk Gorge traps. Inch tag was numbered 
for individual identification, While the colored disks were designed •• 
aida for field identification of the migra tory deer herd movements. 
One man could tag a de er held in the handl1Dg crate. The bottom of 
the squeeze board vas anchored to a peg, and the top rope eu.pports the 
man's weight; thus with little effort, the deer was held in a relativelY 
immobile position. 11gure 15 presents a well-positioned ear tag and disk. 
In addi Uon to tagging each deer, the sex and age . of each animal vas re-
corded. The release of the tagged deer was simple "'1 th no balld.ne by the 
animal. Table 14 has the compiled data of the deer taken e.t each trap. 
The data variation between traps and the frequency w1 th which animnls 
4 • 
Figure 15. Fo.wn doe w1 th et>.r tne nnd disl: in proper po !3i tion for 
e~sy field observntion. 
6o 
Table 14. Sex and age of deer togged at Indian Creek, and Cha.lk Goree, Raft Jtiver Mountains, Utah. 1951 
I 
Trap Site Sex Age Totnl 
Fa.wns Yen.rli~s 2-Lenr ol~ }-~ ~ears ~ or more 
Indian Male 12 1 0 0 0 ia Creek l'emale 9 2 0 l ? '-
Chalk Male 1 l 0 2 l 5 Gorge J'emale 3 • 0 0 2 2 7 
~ 
..... 
were retaken, destroyed the vnlue of the trapping results for populntion 
a.nal.ysi s (figure 16) • 
This type of tra.ppine results in an unharmed bu.t well-marked 
specimen. It is still r ather expensive but is cheaper than some opera-
tions conducted elsewhere (table 15). A cost of $16.37 per anim~ can 
be lowered som~·rhat by the elimination of the trap1s mechn.nicEt.l dif-
ficulties, thereby incr&Rsine the efficiena,r of the deer trap. Also it 
is the writer 1s opinion that following tho pre-trapping baiting period, 
alfalfa could be eliminated from the trnp bait th:us using only 6 to 8 
bales of ~ during the entire operation. Range trapping probably will 
never be a s cheap or as successful a s feed-lot trapping. 
Fawning ran(ie. As an addi tionnl aid for the determination of the ter-
mina.ting points of migrntio~. n fawn tagging progrRm was adopted. This 
meant moving out of the immedia te study area into the Sublett Division, 
Idaho. 
Fawn tagging oper~ tions were conducted between June 12-16, 1950, 
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and again between June 6-1 2, 1951, b.1 w. Jensen. A dog, half-collie and 
halt-EngliSh setter, was used to aid in the pursuit of fawns on the 
steep, heavily vegetated slopes (fignre ~7). One ear was t agged in 1950; 
two ears were t agged in 1951 (figure 18). The results of the 2 seasons 
are presented in table 16. 
Herd Distribution 
Winter 
Movements. When discussing winter distribution, l ate fall distributions 
are considered to be a part of that cntegory. During and follotting the 
migratory movement, there seems to be developed a definite pnttern of move-
ment a s the deer occupy their winter r ange. Once over the state line, 
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Number of times captured 7 
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Figure 16. FreQuency of recapturing t~gged deer at the Indian Creek 
Pnd Cb.A.lk Gorge traps. 1951. · 
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Te.ble 15. Interstate migrator:y deer herd trapping and tagging costs. 
1951 
Item QuantitY Cost 
Baled first crop alfalfa 2,000 lbs. $ zr.oo 
Bitterbrush pellets 4oo lbs. 22.00 
Rolled barley ~00 lbs. 9·76 
Labor g6 hrs. 4g6.oo 
Draft horse tee.m 1 32.00 
Saddle horse s 2 6?.00 
TOTAL $ 63S._I6 
Cost per t~~ed deer 39 deer $ 16.37 
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lieure 17. Fawning cover bordering a thick patch of aspen and service 
berry at about 6500 feet eleTRtion. 
• 
11gure 18. Young fawn with a ca ttle type t ag in the right ear nnd a 
red cattle type t ag and disk in the left ear. 
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Table 16. Individual taeging record of deer fawns tngced near the 
Sublett Guar,d Stntion. Sublett Division, Minidol~ NRtionnl 
Forest. 195o-51 
Tag number Date t ac;ged Se.:t \·/eight 
1 6-13-50 :Bu.ck4' 
2 6-13-50 Doe• 
~ 6-13-50 :BucJct 6-13-50 lhlc~ g 6-13-50 :Buck* 
6-13-50 Doe• 
7 6-lt50 Doe• g 6-1 50 Doe• 
9 6-14-50 Doe• 
10 6-14-50 Doe* 
11 6-15-50 Doe 16 lbs. 
12 6-15-50 Doe 9 1/2 lbs. 
13 6-15-50 Doe 15 1/2 lbs. 14 6-15-50 Doe 19 1/2 lbs. 15 6-15-50 :Buck 12 lbs. 16 6-16-50 Doe 10 1/2 lbs. 
30~Red 
2 -Alum. 6-7-51 lhok 10 lbs. 30~-Red 
2 6-Alum. 6-7-51 :Buck 10 1/2 lbs. 30~Red 2 3-Alum. 6-7-51 :Buck 11 1/2 1bs. 3~ Red . 
4-Alum. 6-8-51 Doe 10 1/2 lbs. 30~Red 
2 9-AlUI!l. 6-8-51 Doe 7 1/2 1bs. 
325-Red. 
. 89-Alum. 6-S-51 Doe 12 1/2 1bs • 30~Rod 
14 1/2 lbs. 2 5-Alum. 6-9-51 Buck 308 Red. 
249s-Alum. 6-12-51 Buck 13 lf2 1bs. 3081.-Red 
2496-Alum. 6-12-51 Doe 12 1bs. 
• No •11eight taken. 
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the deer separate into segregated socir>..l groups; and 2 routes seEm 
to be followed. The lesser used route follows along the foothill area 
throUgh the dense juniper groves and eventually termina tes in the Crystal 
Creek area . Under severe Winter conditions, these deer tend to pull into 
the Cedar Springs area or move further south into the Ten Mile Creek 
region (figure 6). 
The major route leads from Kelton Pass upwards to an elevntton of 
7,500 to 8,000 feet. The cover is spotty but in many areas very dense. 
Large stands of mountain lover, Pachlstima Myrsinites, hold the deer 
around snd under precipitous rock cliffs and hog-back rid&es. Ou.rl-lee . .f' 
mahogany was once an important at t r action: but it hns now "topped" the 
deer, and hi~lined shrubs are all thet remain of this highly pal Atable 
food (fieure 19). Until snow and cold drive the deer to the lmver ele-
vati ons, these high ~reas serve ns the late fall and early winter r anges. 
Actually, they are nn important part of the winter r ange; since a t ever;r 
chance, weather permitting, deer will visit these areas in mid-winter f or 
brief forPging excursions. 
As the winter weather becomes severe, these animals a~ driven to 
the lower elevati ~ns where they occupy ranges with or adjncent to the 
foothill group. This general movement is, however, to the south and down 
into the lower portions of the l a r gest drainnge, Indian Creek. Some 
deer winter at an elevation of 7,000 feet in the Left Hand Fork of Indian 
Creek (figure 20). Even though the snow depth is grea t in the surround-
ing regions, winds keep the ridges clear of deep snow and provide a win-
tering area for a limited number of deer. During the Winter of 1950..51, 
several h~dred head of deer were estbated to have wintered a t tha. t high 
elevation. 
Fieure 19. Rich-lined curl-lee>.£' mn.hocany on fl. steep slo!Je of n high 
elevation f all ranee. 
• • 
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Figure 20. Open ridges in right background are typicPl of winter r anges 
of heavy winter deer concentrations at high elevations. 
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Concentrations. Under norcal winter conditions, food avnilubilit.y is 
good to fair over most of the winter range. When snowfalls are he~vy, 
however, deer concentrate in favorable area.s and the surrounding vegeta.-
tion is ~runed" extensive~. This situation is well-illustrated in 
plate 1, where first the deer hB.ve "topped" the plant and l ater lthere the 
plant ~a •topped" the deer. In man~ instances where the deer have "topped" 
a shrub, the browse has been over 60 percent utilized. This can onlf 
mean dtmth to an~ plant so utilized. Such high-lined shrubs and excess-
1vel~ utilized reproduction can indicate 1 thing onl~ and th3- t is the 
ina.bilit~ of plant reproduction,to meet the foraging demands of animal 
consumers. At the present rate of con~tion. areas of serious forage con-
dition will exist in a few ~ears on the intensivel~ concentrated deer 
El.reas some of which are shovn in figure S. 
The deer on the southern portion of the winter range frequented the 
stnckye.rds on the Ro~al Morris Ranch. This traffic was p_'"l.rticularl~ heavy 
..,. 
during periods of intense cold ond heavy sn~fall. Stacked alfalfa was 
the only hey' consumed. As hi{.;h n s 1?.5-150 deer were knovm to hnve visit-
ed the stEI.clcy'ards in 1 ni~t (figure 21). Unfortunately, the major 
damage did not result from the h~ consumed.; instead, the t;reatest loss 
occurred from trampling. On some occasions, it was necessa~ to use an 
axe to open up a stack where deer had packed the snow nnd hay together i n-
to a l~er of ioe. Fencing of 1 stackyard with snow fencing helped pre-
vent further hay losses; however, it concentrated the herd on the remain-
ing stackyard which was unfenced ~e to a l ack of fencing material. On 
rare occasions, a desperate deer would force an entry into the fenced 
yard and become entangled in the Wire. Tvo deaths resulted from such 
activities one of which is· shown in figure 22. 
Pla te 1. Intensive vinter ut111zRt1on of curl-le~£ m~bog~ hns stun-
ted sm~ll · reproduction of the upper photograph nnd high-
lined the mature grol'rth of the lo,1er :photObl"t".ph until the 
species is prnctica.lly 'Ullc'\Wl.ilttble to deer on the foothill 
deer wintor range. 
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Figure 21. Deer tracks impressed in the snow after 2 nights of feeding 
in an alfalfa. stacky11 rd. on the Morri a Ranch at the mouth of 
Indian Creek. 
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Figure 22. Yenrling doe entan&led in snow fencing subsequently placed 
around the stackyard o! figure 20. 
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In adc~tion to the winter rnnge in Utnh, there is another vinter 
range occupied by migrator, deer on the ~lack Pine Division, Idaho. As 
far a s is knovn, these ranges are primarily occupied only under mild vin-
ter conditions such a s ocaurred during this winter of 195o-51. The m~jor 
Cl')ncentre. tiona Rppeared to occur in the :Burnt :B.'l.sin P.ren. nnd on the vlest-
f ncing slopes of the division. During severe winters, the deer nre re-
ported to move into UtPh. 
Spring 
Movements, With the melting of snow and the advance of spring, the 
deer move up to the higher elevntions. Evidently, this movement is con-
trolled by the amount of new vegetPtion which appears rat~er suddenlY on 
the more pr0tected, wnrm, south-facing slopes (figure 23). Vegetntion 
on such arens is very spe.rse nnd. erosion pavement is extensive. Many 
shrubs are over 60 percent utilized (plate 2). The elevated position of 
the plant base indicates the extent of the soil erosion. These higher 
ranges now pose serious vatershed prgblems, in addition to the disinte-
gration of available plant food supplies. If the deer herd situation 
remains unchanged, extensive gra~ing pressure now existing on these 
high ranges will, most likely, shift to the lower foothill ranges, There 
the competition with livestock will become acute; nnd while domestic and 
wildlife issues of the question nre deba ted, the rnngo will continue to 
disinte~te. ~he tine for a ction is now before the situAtion ranChes 
the.t point. 
~esultnnt Range Problems 
~th deer a nd livestock are responsible for range conditions as they 
nre to~. In addition to the material presented thus f ar regarding deer 
, 
Figure 23. High open south-facing a].opes ns seen in the left central 
portions e.re typicnl spring ranges occupied by the migrn-
tory doer herd. 
Plate 2. Typical over-browsed black sage nrea on .hign winter and 
spring ranges w1 th the lo\·rer photogrn:ph showing a. clos~ 
up of 1 dying black snge plnnt. 
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browsing, another set of photographs better illustra tes the degree of 
browse utilization. In 1949, the United States Forest Service establish-
ed a photo plot of a shrub in Deer Hollow. !vice each year photo reoords 
were made of this plot, once Just prior to the arrival of livestock on 
the area and later following their removal from the area. 1rom these 
photographs, it is possible to see the amount of reproduotion deer can 
remove over ~ winter period. Bitterbrush, is a key deer forage ~peoies 
and naturally more desirable than other available foraee s~cies. 
In 1944, the United States Forest Service established a series of 
photo transects over the :Black Pine Division. Photos and records 'lrere 
taken in 1944: and again in 1949, when those same plots were r evisited and 
range conditions were recorded (appendix plates 7~10). Neither a winter 
or a summer deer population wa s present in any significant numbers on either 
of the areas sampled. Grazing is predominantly cattle with some sheep, 
All under gr&zing permits. It is difficult to determine which of the 2 
ranges, the high East Raft River Mountain range or the Bla.ck Pine range, 
is in the more depleted state. In any event, increased concentra tions 
of either deer or livestock in the future will bring about serious range 
deterioration. 
Conclusions and Reoommendations 
Winter deer counts were of little or no value in the de~ermination 
of the deer popul~tion on the range in the winter of 195o-51. If system-
a tically conducted the counts could be usetul populAtion trend indica tors. 
It is recommended that future winter counts be conducted e~ch ;rear be-
tween •bout February 10 and 20. At this dR.te, the deer are a t lmter 
elevations f acilitating easier counting. 
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Undependable weather makes counting ~practicAble over the present 
large census areas. It would then be advisable, for the sake of regular-
ity, to adopt a plan of "spot" checks. Such "spot" checks oould be con-
ducted s~tisfactorily b.1 two men. Predetermined census routes in specific 
draiM.ges could be more easily censused under all types of WM ther con-
ditions than the open foothill areas. 
The proposed "spot" census could be used in the following d.rainr'l€es : 
1. Indian Creek, from the creek mouth northward to the end of 
the canyon road. 
2. CM.lk Gorge, a circulP.r route around the entire basin. 
3. Ten Mile Creek, from the ranch house westward to the old 
wagon in the creek bottom. 
4. Crystal Creek, from the ranch house westward to the Pba.n-
doned house and barn. 
5. Cedar Springs, from the Tracy place southwestward to the 
springs proper. 
6. Duffy Creek, from the Anderson reservoir southwestward 
to the lower edge of the douglas fir grove in Duffy Canyon. 
Track counts are the most important migrator,y deer herd census method 
presently availAble for use on this herd. Future track counts should be 
c~ducted to determine the fall behavior more positively, as an aid in 
determi ning the dates of the Utah deer hunting seasons for this migra tory 
deer herd. 
t~' Unless a l arge and true random sample is cho.rted the reliability of .· 
the pellet group census method cannot be considered vnlid as a population 
index. Once this is done. ho'"ever, herd populF:. tion and area s of intensive 
utiliza tion can be more accurately deternined. 
It appears that in addition to the Black Pine-Sublett deer ni~tion, 
the Utah winter r anee plays host to a migratory deer herd from the Albion 
.. 
so 
Division in Idaho. A careful investi~tion of this migrati~n is suggested 
with concentrated effort• in the area of Olear Creek and Italian Creek. 
Summer conditions and the number of resident deer on the Utah winter 
range are other itll!ls to be investigated. 
More and smaller deer traps of the steel and wire mesh construction 
would increase the su.ocess of deer trapping and tag~~. 'rhe possibilities 
of fall trapping in the area. of ltel ton Pass should be investigated; there 
a corral type trap and drift fence could possiblY be worked to advantage. 
Winter trapping operations cieht well begin in late December instead of 
late Januarr. Jtew deer marking possibilities are opening up with the use 
of radio active tracer elements in salt to trace e. deera• movement through 
the pellet trail 1 t leaTea behind. 
Hunting nnd natural raDovals are not keeping pace with the annual 
herd increase. It will be necessaey to increase the number of hunting 
permi te on the Id.Nlo S'ODIDer range and to hold post-season, controlled 
hunte on the Utah winter range. Having once reached a deer herd level 
in balance w1 th the available winter forage plants • the deer herd can 
onl7 be sustained at that level bT harvesting does e.a well a.s bucks in 
both states. 
The last Raft River Mountain winter range in Utah is the seasonal 
range moat intensively oc~pied b.1 the Blaok Pine-Sublett migrator, herd. 
The migratoey de~r herd at present is over-utilirl%18 the amount of 
a...ailable forage. Some watershed damage has occured at the higher ele-
vat1ons e.nd mq soon spread to the lover livestock range land. A system-
atic studT is necessary to determine what deer herd numbers will be 
1n balance vi th livestock usage end available forage on key areas of 
winter ranges of the East Raft River Mountain Unit Rl d the Black Pine Unit. 
1. Extensive interstate deer migrations between Idtilio and Utah have 
created complex management pmblems. Thi9 s~ attanpted to determine 
the deer herd popula tion, cocposition, dates of migration and routes 
traveled. 
2. This proJect wa.s conducted on the area from the Meadow Creek Pass, 
Cassia County, Idaho, southwestward aloll8 the East Be.tt River !.foun-
tain foothil~s, Box Elder County, Utah, between October 1, 1950, and 
July 1, 1951· 
3. The study' area va.e approximately roo square miles in area and 
part of 2 physiographic provinces: (a) the Ja.ain and Range, and (b) 
the Columbia River Plateau. 
4. The climate is severe. An annual precipitation of 12-14 
inches falls in the winter and spring ae~sona mainl1 as snov. 
5. Antelope, mountain lions, bobcats, coyotes, and golden &Aglea 
are found on the study area.. Domestic sheep and cattle graze over much 
of the area. in the summer months. 
6. Vegetntive associations found on the area are: (l) montane wood-
land pin .. juniper, ( 2) shrublzy' basin sagebrush, (3) petra.n chaparral, and 
(4) a petran montane forest. 
7. Aa high as 230,000 e&ttle were maintained on what is now the 
nationAl foreat range and surrounding areas in the 1SS01 s. As high a.s 
S5,000 sheep :were proceued through 1 dipping vat during the la.te lSSO's 
and early 1900'•• 
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s. Vinter countl could not be correlated with other oenaua figures 
and thUs vera of little value in population compnrisons and oorr elntions. 
9• l'a.ll tra.ck. counts showed tha t the deer migrati on int.o Utah began 
on October 16, 1950. Periodio . cheCka show~d this migr a tion to be con-
tinued vell into JanUAry, 1951• 
10. Sprfn« track counts shoved the deer migration into Idaho bega.n 
a.ppro:dma tel.;r on Karch 25. 1951, ren.ching a. . crest on April S and termina.-
tilll; on approximately May 4, 1951. 
11. JToa the spring track count. the :Black Pine-Sublett interestate 
migratory deer herd is believed to number 3,264 deer. 
12. Twent~s1x 0.1 acre rectangular pellet group sample plots 
were mechanically located along the foothill region of the last Raft 
RiTer Mountain winter range. lrom the pellet plot data and the spring 
track count the herd occupying the Utah winter r&.nge was computed to be 
4,922 deer. !his herd contained the Black Pine-Sublett migra. tory herd, 
an unknown number of reddent deer, and an unknown number of migrato1"7 
deer trom the Albion Division in Idaho. 
13. The Idaho and Utah total kill during the 1950 sea son was 757 
deer. ~8 doe harvest WaS Zf percent Of the total kill, V4il~ the bUCk 
harvest wa.s 53 percent of the tot~ kill. 'l'he fa.wn harvest vas 16 per-
cent o~ the total hunting removal. 
14. Bunter success for the Idsho and trte.h migra tory deer herd 
averaged 6o percent. 
15. Winter ticks, biting lice, and auolcing lice were found to be 
common on ~ deer. 
16. Barbed wire and automotive vehicle• are the Chief factors in-
volved in accidental deaths. 
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17. Mountain lions are the ehief predator. five deer were known to 
be victims of these animals. 
18. SeX and age data gathered during November and December showed 
the buck to doe ratio to be 1:3.04 and the doe to fawn r a tio to be 1:1. 46 . 
These ratios probabl~ are higher than normal because of low yearling popu-
lAti ">na nnd moder~.te doe kills. 
19. The annual deer herd increase is not being harvested. Increased 
permit numbers in Idaho and a controlled post season hunt in Utah will 
probabl1 help correct this deficient harvest. 
20. The fall migration in 1950 was definitely initiated by Idaho 
hunting pressure on the summer rall€e• 
21. The principle routes followed during the 1951 spring migra-
tions were from the El:tst Rt-..ft River l·tounte.in Unit throueh Kelton Pass 
into the !laCk Pine Unit viP- Green Ce~on, across to !lnck Pine Cnnyon , 
northward into East Dey Cnnyon, across to Pole Cnnyon, t>.nd then north-
ward through Mee.dow Cre!lk Pass to the Sublett Unit. 
22. As the deer migra ted they moved freely, with n disregard for 
drainage system barriers, betweAn the ~asin And Range Province and the 
Columbia River Plateau Province. 
23. For migratory information 39 deer were tx·~pped, t agged, end 
released during January and 1eb~~. 1951. 
24. A total of 25 f awns were tagged during the fawning seasons of 
1950 and 1951. 
25. Upon arr1Tel on the Utah winter range,- the deer occupied the 
area s over 6,500 feet in eleva tion. As the weather became severe, these 
deer moved down the slopes to the foothill areas at or slightly below Rn 
elevntion of 5,500 feet. 
s4 
26. Some deer were kn~wn to winter on open ridges at an elevation 
of 7,000 feet. 
Z[. On many nrens of the winter range. key plant species. such a s 
curl-lenf m.a.hogany and bitterbrush. have been over 60 percent utilized 
during the past winter. 
28. Deer also wintered in Burnt Basin and on the west-facing slopes 
of the BlaCk Pine Division. 
29· Over-utilization of the vegetAtion by deer nt the higher 
eleva.tions of the ~.st Bnft River Mounta in winter r ange is leading to 
serious wa tershed problems. 
30. Range deterior ation bEts also taken pl11.ce on the Blnck Pine 
DiVision. There , however, much of the dnmage is nttributed t o live-
stock. 
31. Winter counts should be r.1cde b e tween :?.bout Februa r-; 10-20 
• • 
using a •spot" dra inage sample census system. 
32. For successful Utah harvests of the Black Pine-Sublett 
migr a tory deer herd, f all tre.ck counts should be conducted to aid in the 
setting of the proper UtAh hunting seaso ns. 
33· Additional study is necessfl ry to determine the volume and ex-
tent of the Albion Idaho deer migra.tion on to the Eftst ~t River Mountain 
winter r ange. 
34. Hunting removnls must be increns~ by both Utah and Idaho to 
harvest the e.nnUA.l deer herd surplus. 
35. Continued study will be necessary to determine whet deer herd' 
numbers 'Aiill be in balance with the livestock usB.ge nnd e.va ilable forage 
on k ey o.rea s of the winter r anges. _ 
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Appencl1x Table 1. Pellet group plot census on the last Raft River 
Mountain foothill winter range of the 1nterat~te 
migratory deer herd. October 195~~ 1951 
:Pellet l"el1et 
Plot Date of group a Date of groups 
Jl'Wilber looatioz: removed count~ coun~ed 
1 Oct. 23 9 Mq 10 2 
2 23 77 2 15 
~ 11 2 23 11 2 g 
g 11 8 43 11 3 12 
7 23 8 10 2 g 23 ~ 10 3 
56 9 ~~ 10 18 10 ]6 2 86 
11 24 149 8 g6 12 11 3 
i' 2G 157 3 76 25 35 3 ~4 15 25 28 3 
16 12 41 15 23 
•17 12 54 15 
18 12 37 18 a; 
•19 12. 33 18 
20 13 ~~ 4 67 21 13 4 88 
22 13 31 4 39 
··~ 22 18 4 18 68 11 2.2 
25' 18 38 11 37 26 18 9 11 15 
21 18 29 9 16 
28 18 79 9 21 
29 18 15 9 7 
• Plots were never located in the spring. 
•• Sheep were found wintering on the plot. 
"' Veget.."l.tio:r: Dominant 
densitJ" vegetE~.tion 
15 ~ Juniper 
25 Juniper 
70 Juniper 
80 Juniper 
4() Juniper 
80 f Sagebrush 
Juniper 
~ Sagebrush t Sagebrush 
6o 
Juniper 
a.gebruah 
Go Sagebrush 
55 Sagebrush 
~ Juniper Sagebrush 
45 Sagebrush 
Go Sagebrush 
Go Sagebrush 
70 Sagebruth 
85 f Segebruah 
Gre.saea 
6o Sagebrush 
l~ Sagebrush Sagebrush 
70 Sagebrush 
l6 Sagebrush S~ebruth 
70 Sagebrush 
75 Sagebrush 
70 Sageb:ruph 
46 Sagebrush Juniper 
, 
Appendix Table 2. Individual t a.gging record of deer tr~pped on the 
Indian Creek drainage. All tBgs were red and were 
placed in the right ear. 1951 
Tag number Date t agged Age Sex 
3001 JanUAry" 25 Fawn Doe 
3002 25 Favn Doe 
300~ 25 Yearling Doe 
300 Z7 Yenrling Doe 
3005 28 8 or more Doe 
30o6 28 Fawn Doe 
3007 29 Fa\'m Buck 
3008 23 3-7 years Doe 
3010 February 2 Fawn Doe 
•3011 2 Fawn lhlck 
3012 3 Fn.wn Doe 
301~ 6 Yenrline Buck 
301 6 g or more Doe 
30lg 7 Fo.w :Buck 
301 10 lra.vn Doe 
3017 10 Fe.vn Buck 
3019 11 Fawn. Doe 
3020 14 Fawn :Buck 
3021 14 Fawn Buck 
3022 14 Fnwn »uck 
302~ 15 Fawn Buck 
302 22 Fawn Doe 
3025 22 Ja.wn Jru.ck 
3026 23 Fnwn Buck 
30Z7 23 Fawn Doe 
3028 23 Fawn Buck 
3029 25 Fawn Buck 
• Tag and disk were placed in the left ear. 
89 
Appendix ! able 3. Individual tagging record of deer trapped in the 
Chalk Gorge Basin. All taga were yellow and were 
placed in the left ear. 1951 
!~ nUJnber Date ta.t;ged Age Sex 
3501 J'ebl"U.8.17 4 Fawn :Buck 
3502 6 3-7 years Buck 
350~ 7 8 or more !uok 350 11 Yearling lhlok 
3506 12 3-7 7eare Doe 
3507 14 8 or more Doe . 
3508 18 :rawn Doe 
3509 18 S or more Doe 
3510 18 3-7 years Doe 
0 0 3511 18 Pawn Doe 
3512 25 Fawn Doe 
3513 25 3-7 years Buck 
90 
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Appendix Jigure 1. State line migration pass with the Black Pine 
Diviaion tiaible in the lett hand background and the 
Batt River Division visible in the right hand fore-
ground. Deer ~erd migra tions move through the sagebrush 
and juniper regions visible in the central regions. 
Bovebber. 1950• 
92 
Appendix Figure 2. ~lack Pine Canyon, of the ~asin and Range Province, 
vieved southward: 1 of 2 major drai~ges used bJ 
the interst~te migratory deer crossing the ~laak 
Pine Division. April 16, 1951. 
93 • 
Appendix 71gure 3. Two of many well-defined trails beaten in the soil by 
miGrntor,y deer, converge to eros~ the BlaCk Pine-East 
Dry Canyon Pass, elevntion S,OOO feet, in the right 
central portion. April l G, 1951. 
AppendiX Figure 4. Looking southward from last Drr Can1on into »lnCk 
Pine Canron, the migratory deer trail through hip-
deep snow is visible in the left central area . 
April 16, 1951. 
, 
Appendix ltgure 5· 
95 
last Dry Canyon of the Columbia River Platenu 
Province, viewed northward, second major drain~ge used 
b7 interstate migrRtory deer. Note the well-defined 
trail beaten in the wet soil ia ~e extreme right 
central portion and the faint trails on the slope 
also in the central portion. April 16, 1951. 
Appendix ligure 6. Pole Canyon deer crossing, viewed northwestward, 
breaks into sagebrush nata tY'Pioal of the country 
between the »l~ck Pine and Sublett Divisions. 
April 17, 1951. 
• • 
97 
Appendix Figure 7. Extensive open country over which migratory deer 
herds move across from the background !lack Pine 
Division to the Sublett Division. The Mud~ Springs-
West Dr,r Creek Pass used by the !lack Pine winter 
resident deer herd lies in the center background. 
... 
l_· 
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Appendix Plate 1. Deer trap locntions: the upper locntion is in 
Indian Creek while the lOlier is in CMJ.k Gorge. 
98 
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Appendix Plate 2. lnter~or of the deer trap from the entrance door. 
Alfalfa, pellets, and rolled barl~ constitute the 
bait pil e in the lower foreground. The trip wire 
leads away from the trip block below the cross mem-
ber of the upper photograph. 
100 
Appendix Ple.te 3. J'ive fawns onl.mly Rppraise the interior of the hand-
ling orate containing the squeeze board. assembly. 
• 
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Appendix Plate 4. One man operP~ion of tagging and relea sing deer. 
Jote position& of squeeze-board ropes and the bur-
lap coTering the front door grnte in the upper 
photograph. 
102 
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Appendix J'igure 8. Wind damnge ce.used by inedequ.e.te brncing. Light 
chain stnya and turnbuckles will correct this detect • 
. '
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. Appendix Plate 5. Deer utilization of bitterbrush on a Black Pine 
winter range 1n Deer Hollow. The upper record vas 
Made after the liTestook permittees left the area 
~on IOTeber 2, 1949; the lover record vas taken 
on JUne 9, 1950, ~st before the livestock permittees 
returned to the range. (u.s.r.s. photo) 
. Appendix Pla. te 6. Deer utilization o! b1tterbrush on a !lack Pine 
winter rant;e in Deer Hollow. The upper record 
waa made on October 10, 1950, after the live-
stock permittees left the range.; the lover r~ 
cord was taken on H~ 11, 1951, just be!ore the 
livestock permittees returned to the range. 
(U.S.F.S. photo) 
lo4 
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, Appendix Jlate 7. Photo transect plot D 557 lQcated in :Slack Pine Can-
y-on, trfi.Ilsect number 22, :Slack Pine Division, Mini-
doka National 1orest, Idaho. llevation, 6,500 feet. 
Slope, 13 percent. The upper record w~s made on 
Augo.at 9, 1941•; the lower on August 15, 1949. (u.s.F.s. photo). 
1~ 
.Appendix Plate S. Photo transect ~lot D 559 located in Black Can-
yon, transect number 22, Blnck Pine Division, Mini-
doka lational lorest, Idaho. llevntion, 6,500 feet. 
Slope, 19 percent. !he upper record waa made on 
August 9, 1944; the lower on August .l5, 19~· (u.s.r.s. photo) . 
\ 
' ~ 
' 
\ 
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Appendix Plate 9· Photo transect plot D 566 located in East Dry Ce.eyon, 
transect nUll1ber 21, Black Pine D1Tiaion, Minidoka 
lational 7orest, Idaho. llevBtion, 7,000 feet. Slope, 
23_ percent. The upper record vas made on August 10; 
1944: the lover on August 16, 194g. (U.S.7.S. photo) 
1~ 
Appendix Plate 10. Photo transect plot D 569 located in last Dr7 Canyon, 
transect number 21, Black Pine Division, Minidoka 
Bati~nal Forest, Idaho. Blevation, 7,000 feet. Slope, 
15 percent. The upper record v~s made on August 10, 
1944; the lover on August 16. 1949. (U.S.F.S. photo) 
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